
iRobot i5 Roomba Combo Bagless
Robotic Vacuum-Mop Cleaner

SKU: IT64239

€349.00

Specifications

Technical Specifications
Cleaning functions: Vacuuming / Vacuuming and Mopping
Operating System: iRobot OS
Targeted Cleaning
Bucket capacity: 389 ml
Roomba Combo® bin capacity: 276 ml
Roomba Combo® container capacity: 210 ml
Battery type: Lithium Ion
Mapping Mode

General Specifications
Ideal: For small houses with hard floors



Roomba Combo® i5: Learns the layout of your home to create smart Imprint®
maps - With these maps,
: it can clean row by row, wipe and mop exactly where you want and continue
from where it left off after charging
Picks up where it left off: Knows when it needs recharging and when it's done,
: picks up where it left off to deliver a thorough clean every time
Powerful performance - Powerful suction: Picks up stubborn dirt and stains, with a
4-stage cleaning system that uses dual rubber brushes for multiple surfaces,
: brush for walls and corners, 10x suction power and mop for complete cleaning
Return to a clean home: Now, with iRobot OS, you can set your robot to start
cleaning when you leave from home
: and stop when you return, to see only the cleanliness and never the cleaning
Focuses on dirt: Dirt Detect™ technology allows the Roomba Combo® i5 robot to
detect the dirtiest spots
: of your home and to clean them more thoroughly
Cleans dirt in an instant: Attacking dirt with speed and precision, with a simple
command to your voice assistant
: Works with devices that support Alexa, Siri and Google Assistant apps
Cleans whenever, wherever and however you want: Clean exactly the room you
want, the moment you need it
: thanks to the advanced mapping and navigation of the Roomba Combo® i5
robotic vacuum cleaner and mop
Plate color front: Woven Neutral

Included in the Box
Home Base charging station
Drip tray
Interchangeable Roomba Combo® bin
1 ultra high performance filter
2 extra microfiber mops
Power cord

Dimensions
Dimensions (HxWxL): 14.1 x 41.4 x 53.5 cm


